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North Haugh, St Andrews, Fife, United KingdomABSTRACT Pulse electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is being applied to ever more complex biological systems
comprising multiple subunits. Membrane channel proteins are of great interest as pulse EPR reports on functionally significant
but distinct conformational states in a native environment without the need for crystallization. Pulse EPR, in the form of pulsed
electron-electron double resonance (PELDOR), using site-directed spin labeling, is most commonly employed to accurately
determine distances (in the nanometer range) between different regions of the structure. However, PELDOR data analysis is
more challenging in systems containing more than two spins (e.g., homomultimers) due to distorting multispin effects. Without
suppression of these effects, much of the information contained in PELDOR data cannot be reliably retrieved. Thus, it is of
utmost importance for future PELDOR applications in structural biology to develop suitable approaches that can overcome
the multispin problem. Here, two different approaches for suppressing multispin effects in PELDOR, sparse labeling of the
protein (reducing the labeling efficiency f) and reducing the excitation probability of spins (l), are compared on two distinct
bacterial mechanosensitive channels. For both the pentameric channel of large conductance (MscL) and the heptameric chan-
nel of small conductance (MscS) of Escherichia coli, mutants containing a spin label in the cytosolic or the transmembrane
region were tested. Data demonstrate that distance distributions can be significantly improved with either approach compared
to the standard PELDOR measurement, and confirm that l < 1/(n1) is needed to sufficiently suppress multispin effects (with
n being the number of spins in the system). A clear advantage of the sparse labeling approach is demonstrated for the cytosolic
mutants due to a significantly smaller loss in sensitivity. For the transmembrane mutants, this advantage is less pronounced but
still useful for MscS, but performance is inferior for MscL possibly due to structural perturbations by the bulkier diamagnetic spin
label analog.INTRODUCTIONPulse electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) has become an
important tool in structural biology. Most commonly, site-
directed spin labeling (1,2) is used to introduce paramagnetic
centers into a protein or nucleic acid, and the distance
between these spin labels can be determined using a pulse
EPR technique called ‘‘pulsed electron-electron double
resonance’’ (PELDOR or ‘‘double electron-electron reso-
nance’’, DEER) (3–6)). PELDOR is highly complementary
to other biophysical techniques employed in structural
biology, most importantly offering the opportunity to accu-
rately measure distances in the nanometer range (from 2 toSubmitted May 17, 2017, and accepted for publication September 5, 2017.
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creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).10 nm and beyond) (3,7). Compared to more established
methods such as x-ray crystallography, Fo¨rster resonance en-
ergy transfer, or nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy,
pulse EPR spectroscopy is not dependent on the growth of
crystals, with measurements performed in frozen aqueous
solutions; the PELDOR technique does not require the
presence of different labels, and is not limited by rotational
correlation times or the complexity of the system
investigated.
Very briefly, in a PELDOR experiment the distance be-
tween paramagnetic centers in a given system is determined
from the dipolar coupling between these centers (5,6).
Thereby, the length of the dipolar evolution time t limits
the maximum distance that can reliably be retrieved (4).
The dipolar interaction, recorded as an oscillation during
the dipolar evolution, is then processed to obtain the
corresponding distance distribution. This is most usually
done using a mathematical procedure called ‘‘Tikhonov reg-
ularization’’ within the DeerAnalysis software developed to
PELDOR on Sparsely Labeled MscS or MscLanalyze PELDOR data (8). In this context, Tikhonov regu-
larization is employed to best stabilize the solution of the
moderately ill-posed inverse problem of going from time
domain to distance data.
Over the past decade, the use of PELDOR applications
has moved from small soluble proteins bearing two spins
within the same polypeptide chain to ever more complex
systems of considerable size and consisting of multiple
subunits (3). Large membrane protein complexes are of
interest for PELDOR measurements to assess conforma-
tional changes because obtaining a complete set of x-ray
crystal and/or electron microscopy structures can be chal-
lenging (9–11). The approach of using an existing crystal
structure in combination with pulse EPR measurements to
assess functional changes has proven promising for
membrane proteins (12–17). Pulse EPR has previously
been employed to investigate the Escherichia coli small-
conductance mechanosensitive channel MscS, a homohep-
tameric channel protein (18–20), including the role of the
lipid environment on the gating of MscS (21). The immedi-
ate lipid environment has been shown to influence protein
stability (22,23). The E. coli large-conductance mechano-
sensitive channel MscL, a homopentameric ion channel,
for which no full-length crystal structure has been reported
to date, has also been probed using continuous-wave
EPR spectroscopy in both the open and the closed
forms (24,25).
Homomultimeric proteins will most often be studied with
a single spin-labeled cysteine residue per monomer. All
oligomers higher than dimers will carry more than two spins
leading to multispin effects (26) caused by sum and differ-
ence combinations of the dipolar frequencies involved
(27). They often result in the suppression of the longer
distances present within the distance distribution (28), and
the appearance of ghost-peaks that make an unambiguous
interpretation of the data more difficult (19,26,29); these
effects worsen with increasing number of spins in the
system (29). One approach to suppress multispin effects is
power scaling, a postprocessing approach scaling the raw
data (26). However, it has been demonstrated to not
completely suppress multispin effects in systems with seven
or more spins (19).
An experimental approach reducing the multispin effects
by reducing the probability of exciting (i.e., pumping) spins
(l) (27) and thus, the probability of multiple simultaneous
excitations, is called ‘‘l-reduction’’. This, however, comes
at the cost of overall sensitivity. Recently, we have demon-
strated that l-reduction, in combination with power scaling,
can be used to successfully and sufficiently suppress multi-
spin effects (19), in line with previous predictions (26), if l
is kept smaller than 1/(n1), with n being the number of
spins.
Finally, and unsurprisingly, multispin effects can be
reduced by reducing the number of spins. This has been
achieved in the past using an approach called ‘‘spin dilu-tion’’, whereby spin-labeled protein was mixed with either
wild-type (unlabeled) protein or protein with a diamagnetic
spin label, forming heterodimers or higher oligomers via
exchange or during reconstitution (28,30–34). However,
this approach relies on the exchange of labeled and nonla-
beled monomers, which is often not possible for proteins
where no measurable exchange takes place (e.g., membrane
proteins) and when the protein cannot be correctly refolded
after denaturation into lower oligomers. In such cases,
sparse labeling needs to be performed on the fully assem-
bled protein complex, which can be achieved by either
providing substoichiometric amounts of spin label for the
number of sites present, or preferably a mixture of diamag-
netic and paramagnetic spin label to achieve the desired
labeling degree with respect to the paramagnetic label (la-
beling efficiency f), as large excesses of labeling reagent
are often needed to react the large majority of sites
(24,35). Recently, this approach has been successfully
applied to a dimer of heptamers, i.e., a 14-spin system,
where a combination of sparse labeling and l-reduction
was used to suppress multispin effects in PELDOR distance
measurements (35). Alternative gadolinium-based spin
labels were found to result in a lower susceptibility to multi-
spin effects due to the lower achievable l, and comparison
with sparse labeling using conventional nitroxide labels
(36) is very promising. These labels have also been em-
ployed in transmembrane peptides (37). The advent of
Q-band and high field spectrometers and increased avail-
ability of the labels is likely to advance their mainstream
application.
To date, no quantitative assessment of the separate influ-
ence of the two experimental approaches for suppression of
multispin effects on overall measurement sensitivity and
efficiency has been performed. Considering the uncer-
tainties encountered for labeling transmembrane domains
in membrane proteins, it is currently unclear how the sparse
labeling approach would perform compared to l-reduction.
The aim of this work is to apply the sparse labeling
approach to both cytosolic and transmembrane mutants of
MscL and MscS. The performance of sparse labeling and
l-reduction is compared by assessing sensitivities and the
suppression of longer distances in the resulting distance
distributions to obtain clear recommendations for PELDOR
applications. Furthermore, results highlight structural infor-
mation on the system that can be obtained from PELDOR
experiments in addition to the mere distance distributions.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein expression, purification, and spin
labeling
The cytosolic (S196C) and transmembrane (D67C) single cysteine mutants
of MscS were expressed, purified, and spin labeled as described previously
(18). The cytosolic (V120C) and transmembrane (M94C) single cysteine
mutants of MscL were obtained following a similar protocol, with theBiophysical Journal 113, 1968–1978, November 7, 2017 1969
Ackermann et al.only difference being that proteins were expressed in BL21(DE3) cells
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Paisley, UK), using a pET-52b vector. Protein
concentrations were determined based on UV absorbance using NanoDrop
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) as described previously (38); extinction co-
efficients ε were predicted using the ExPASy ProtParam tool (39) (calcula-
tions were based on the amino acid sequence of the protein (40,41), with
improved accuracy to obtain an average deviation between observed and
predicted ε of <3.2% for Trp-containing proteins and of 6.5% for Trp-
less proteins (42)). Paramagnetic MTSL spin label and its NO-acetylated
diamagnetic analog ((1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-d3-pyrroline-3-methyl)
methanethiosulfonate (MTSL) and (1-acetoxy-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-d3-pyr-
roline-3-methyl) methanethiosulfonate (dMTSL); Toronto Research Chem-
icals, Ontario, Canada) were premixed for preparation of the sparsely
labeled samples before performing the labeling. Achieved labeling degrees
were highly reproducible and accurately determined using quantitative
continuous-wave EPR or a thermal fluorescence emission assay as previ-
ously described (18,20,38).EPR sample preparation, PELDOR
measurements, and data analysis
Purified membrane proteins in dodecyl b-D maltopyranoside detergent
micelles were measured in deuterated buffer with 50% deuterated ethylene
glycol as cryoprotectant at a final protein (multimer) concentration of
30–50 mM (monomer concentration 150–350 mM). A quantity of
65 mL of the final sample mixture was transferred into 3-mm EPR quartz
tubes (Wilmad-LabGlass, Vineland, NJ) and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen
until use.
PELDOR measurements were recorded at X-band frequencies
(9.5 GHz, 1 kW) using a 3-mm split-ring (MS3) resonator or at Q-band
frequencies (34 GHz, 150 W) using a 3-mm cylindrical resonator in
TE012 mode (QT-II) as described previously (43). A frequency offset
(pump – detection frequency) of 70 MHz at X-band and of þ80 MHz
at Q-band was used. Shot repetition times were set to between 2.5 and
3.0 ms; t1 was set to 380 ns, and t2 varied depending on the mutant and
frequency. Pulse lengths used were 16 and 32 ns for p/2 and p detection,
respectively, and 12 ns for the PELDOR p-pump pulse (for MscL M94
data recorded with the long time window shown in Supporting Material,
the p-pump lengths varied from 12 to 20 ns). The pump pulse was placed
on the maximum of the spectrum and on the resonance frequency of the
resonator. Measurements with a reduced inversion efficiency (27), i.e.,
the probability of pumping spins (l), were performed as described previ-
ously by keeping the length of the pump pulse constant while attenuating
the pump power (19,27). The maximum achievable pump efficiency (l0)
was estimated to be 0.25 at the Q-band setup used in this study, in good
agreement with data on model systems (19).
PELDOR data were analyzed using the MATLAB (The MathWorks, Na-
tick, MA) plugin DeerAnalysis2015 (8). Raw experimental data were
background-corrected using a monoexponential decay function before sub-
jecting the trace to Tikhonov regularization. The optimum regularization
parameter a was chosen by visual inspection according to the L-curve cri-
terion (44). For MscS, the excitation bandwidth filter was set to 16 MHz.
For further statistical analysis of the data, the validation tool of DeerAnal-
ysis2015 was employed. The background start time was varied from 5 to
80% of the dipolar evolution time, with trials every 5%, i.e., 16 trials;
random noise was added at the level 1.50, i.e., adding 50% noise, with
50 trials, resulting in a total number of 800 trials per trace. Only data sets
that were within 15% of the best (i.e., lowest) root mean square deviation
(RMSD) observed were kept (default prune factor 1.15). In case the best
RMSD corresponded to a fit with a rising background function (which
would correspond to a negative sample concentration), this was attributed
to an artifact at the end of the time trace and the experimental time window
was cut by 10% and analysis was repeated. This cutting procedure was
performed as often as required (maximum of three times corresponding
to a 30% cut of the initial trace). Distance distributions are all plotted1970 Biophysical Journal 113, 1968–1978, November 7, 2017together with color bars indicating reliability ranges as derived from
DeerAnalysis2015, with one exception. The software does not plot dis-
tances beyond the red reliability range, i.e., beyond 6 ðt=2Þ1
=
3, whereas
distance distributions shown in this study are all plotted between 1 and
8 nm for consistency.
Distance peak integrals were determined as follows. The upper and lower
limits of the 2s confidence intervals from statistical analysis as described
above were integrated for each distance peak separately (integration bound-
aries: 1.44–3.02 nm, 3.02–4.44 nm, and 4.44–5.31 nm for MscS S196R1;
1.48–2.69 nm and 2.69–3.84 nm for MscL V120R1 (Q-band); and 1.47–
2.67 nm and 2.67–3.87 nm for MscL V120R1 (X-band)). The area of the
peak was taken as the mean of the two integrals, and the difference between
the integrals is taken as the52s confidence interval, plotted as error bars in
the Supporting Material. All values were normalized to the integral of the
shortest distance. The errors given in Tables 1 and 2 are estimated by
propagation of the uncertainties of the peak integrals.
Normalized sensitivity (SN) values were calculated as the sensitivity (S)
divided by the number of echoes per point, with the latter being calculated
as the product of number of scans, shots per point, number of tau averages,
and phase cycle. S is determined as the ratio of modulation depth D over the
absolute experimental noise when the trace is normalized to one. Here, D is
given in DeerAnalysis2015 (Dexp). Determining the noise level of the fit
RMSD can be misled by poor fits. Instead, the noise level was taken
from the imaginary part of raw PELDOR traces after phase correction.
Dfit was obtained from fitting l0 globally for all experiments on a given
labeled protein at a given frequency per Eq. 1 (27,29,45), with f and l set to
f0/3, 2f0/3, or f0 and l0/3, 2l0/3, or l0, respectively, in dependence on exper-
iment and sample. All fitted modulation depths were obtained assuming
quantitative labeling (f0 ¼ 1) in good agreement with biochemical data
(20,38). The value Dfit is then calculated using the best fit values of l0:
D ¼ 1 ð1 lf Þn1: (1)
In cases where complexes with different numbers of electron spins are
contributing differently to the signal (46–48), a summation over all contri-
butions with a weighting factor x(k) can be performed:
D ¼ 1
Pn
k¼ 1

n
k

f kð1 f Þnkð1 lÞk1k xðkÞ
Pn
k¼ 1

n
k

f kð1 f Þnkk xðkÞ
: (2)
Here, the contributions for the individual k-fold labeled n-mers are calcu-
lated by the product of the respective binomial coefficient, the probability
of k labels on n labeling sites, the modulation depth of a k-fold labeled
species, the number of labels (as each can be the detected one), and the
relative weight x(k) of the k-fold labeled species. The residual offsets
(1-D) for all k-fold labeled n-mers are added and normalized by their
contribution to the signal at zero time. For the case of all x being equal,
Eq. 2 reverts to Eq. 1.
Dipolar contributions to echo modulation and dephasing were qualita-
tively assessed by measuring Hahn echo decays varying the flip angle of
the second pulse from b ¼ p to b ¼ p/5 for fully labeled samples. The
influence of the spectral intensity on the signal decay (using b ¼ p) was
investigated exemplary for MscL V120R1 by varying the magnetic field
incrementally from 12,090 G to 12,210 G, with 12,116 G being the
maximum of the field swept EPR spectrum.Modeling
Distance distributions were predicted using the MATLAB plugin
MMM2015.1 in combination with the third-party software SCWRL4
(49,50) and the PyMOL plugin MtsslWizard (51). For MscS, PDB: 5AJI
TABLE 1 Assessment of Sparse Labeling versus l-Reduction
for MscS S196R1
% Label % l0 Dexp Dfit SN DD %
100 100 0.630 0.687 1.46 555 12
100 33 0.224 0.304 0.64 785 11
33 100 0.462 0.304 1.37 885 15
100 67 0.431 0.527 1.12 785 10
67 100 0.629 0.527 1.79 765 8
Given are calculated and experimental modulation depths Dfit and Dexp and
normalized sensitivity values (SN). For the corresponding power-scaled
distance distributions (DD), the percentage of the second distance integral
with respect to the first distance integral is given (5 error) as an indication
for the recovery of intensities of longer distance peaks. The maximum
l achieved experimentally at full labeling was 0.15 (expected 0.25,
see main text); l0 obtained via global fitting (Eq. 1) was found to be 0.176.
PELDOR on Sparsely Labeled MscS or MscLwas used (spin-labeled mutant D67R1 with resolved lipid acyl chains) (21).
The R1 residue (corresponding to a cysteine spin labeled with MTSL) was
converted to cysteine in MMM before the site-scan at position 67, and dis-
tance distributions were predicted in presence and absence of lipids.
MtsslWizard settings were ‘‘painstaking and tight’’ for MscS D67R1 and
‘‘painstaking and loose’’ for MscS S196 (because no conformers were
found for the ‘‘tight’’ setting), for both mutants the distance distributions
were predicted in the presence and absence of lipids for comparison. The
crystal structure of the spin-labeled mutant D67R1 of MscS (PDB: 5AJI)
was used to obtain direct distance measurements from the position of the
radical (approximated to be localized on the oxygen atom of the nitroxyl
group), allowing for a direct comparison with modeling results. PDB:
4LKU (52) was used for predicting distance distributions for the cytosolic
part of the E. coli MscL (i.e., V120R1). No E. coli crystal structure of the
transmembrane portion of the channel has been reported to date. Therefore,
the x-ray crystal structure from the Mycobacterium tuberculosis MscL or-
tholog (PDB: 2OAR (53)) was used for modeling the distances of the trans-
membrane residue. MTSL was modeled onto residue F88, which by
sequence alignment corresponds to E. coli M94 (25). For both MscL mu-
tants MtsslWizard settings were ‘‘painstaking and tight’’. All modeling in
MMM2015.1 was performed at ambient temperature settings (298 K),
and obtained distance distributions were compared with and without re-
packing of the side chains (the SCWRL function (49) to correct side-chain
conformations in the crystal structure that could be different in solution).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Modeling of distance distributions
In general, distance distributions predicted by MMM and
MtsslWizard were in good agreement with each other. The
good agreement between PELDOR results and direct
distance measurements between the radical pairs of MTSL
in the crystal structure of the spin-labeled mutant MscS
D67R1 (21) has been noted. In MscS, the presence of lipids
made no difference to the calculated distance distributions.
The structure used for modeling distance distributions in
MscL did not contain any resolved or modeled lipids. For
both proteins, repacking of the side chains in MMM did
not significantly change the predicted distance distribution.
Detailed modeling results can be found in the Supporting
Material. In the following, predicted distance distributions
from MMM (repacked, no lipids) and MtsslWizard (no
lipids) are shown together with experimental results (solid
and dashed gray lines, respectively).TABLE 2 Assessment of Sparse Labeling versus l-Reduction
for MscL V120R1
X/Q % Label % l0 Dexp Dfit SN DD %
Q 100 100 0.695 0.690 10.05 935 4
Q 100 33 0.204 0.298 3.73 1135 5
Q 33 100 0.377 0.298 5.98 1095 5
Q 100 67 0.443 0.523 7.83 1045 4
Q 67 100 0.607 0.523 8.30 1085 5
X 100 100 0.817 0.882 0.40 875 14
X 67 100 0.712 0.725 0.26 1105 16
X 33 100 0.523 0.447 0.26 1125 11
See Table 1 for details. The maximum l achieved experimentally at full
labeling was 0.26 at Q-band (expected 0.25) and 0.35 at X-band
(expected 0.4); l0 obtained via global fitting (Eq. 1) was found to be
0.254 (Q-band) and 0.413 (X-band).PELDOR on sparsely labeled cytosolic mutants of
multisubunit membrane proteins
PELDOR experiments were performed for a cytosolic
mutant of MscS, with the MTSL label attached to residue
196 (S196R1), corresponding to seven spins per protein
complex under fully labeled conditions (Fig. 1, top left).
The resulting multispin effects (26) have previously led to
focusing on the first (shortest) interspin distance while
omitting more ambiguous data for longer distances
(18,20). Experimental PELDOR data confirm that even
with power scaling (26), only the first (shortest) distance
can be reliably retrieved from fully labeled protein (Fig. 1,top right). Additional approaches to tackle the multispin
problem are l-reduction (19,26), or reducing the percentage
of spin label per protein complex (35). Although efficiency
of the latter has not been systematically evaluated, we have
recently estimated keeping l below 1/(n1) in combination
with power scaling as the uppermost limit to sufficiently
suppress multispin effects in a given n-spin system (19),
in agreement with earlier predictions (4,26). For the
heptameric MscS, this means l < 1/6, corresponding to
l < 67% l0 under our conditions at Q-band (estimating a
l0 of 0.25). Thus, fully labeled MscS S196R1 was investi-
gated at l ¼ 67% l0 and in addition at l ¼ 33% l0 (corre-
sponding to l ¼ 0.08) (Fig. 1, middle) to investigate if
results could be improved by further reduction of l. These
results were compared against the alternative approach
using sparsely labeled protein at labeling ratios (% of para-
magnetic label) of 2/3 (f ¼ 67%) and 1/3 (f ¼ 33%) (Fig. 1,
bottom).
Data demonstrate that both sparse labeling and l-reduc-
tion are effective at suppressing multispin effects observed
in the heptameric protein MscS. Using either method,
both the second and the third distances can be reliably
retrieved. At f ¼ 67% and l ¼ 67% l0 power scaling is
required, whereas at f ¼ 33% and l ¼ 33% l0, even withoutBiophysical Journal 113, 1968–1978, November 7, 2017 1971
FIGURE 1 MscS S196R1 PELDOR distance distributions obtained for
fully labeled protein (top right), l-reduced fully labeled protein (middle
panel, left, l ¼ 67% l0; right, l ¼ 33% l0), and sparsely labeled protein
(bottom panel, left, f ¼ 67%; right, f ¼ 33%). Depicted are the 2s confi-
dence intervals as black and red areas for nonscaled and power-scaled
data, respectively. Predicted distance distributions from MMM2015.1 and
MtsslWizard are shown as gray lines (solid and dashed, respectively).
The bottom color bars represent reliability ranges for the distance distribu-
tions (8) (green, shape reliable; yellow, mean and width reliable; orange,
mean reliable; red, no quantification possible). See Supporting Material
for raw PELDOR data and processing. (Top left) Shown here is the
MMM model of fully labeled protein. To see this figure in color, go online.
Ackermann et al.power scaling, the three distances can be retrieved as pre-
dicted previously (19), although with larger uncertainties.
These results agree with the previous finding that keeping
l<1/(n1) (19) is a prerequisite for efficient suppression of
multispin effects in fully labeled systems. The slight but
visible improvement of the data at even lower f or l indicate
that the finding made for fully labeled systems can be
extended so that lf ¼ 1/(n1) should indeed be regarded
as the uppermost limit. Comparing l-reduction and sparse
labeling results by eye suggests that the latter may be
slightly more efficient, as evidenced by smaller uncer-
tainties (narrower confidence intervals) after statistical
analysis. Multispin effects lead to a loss of intensity in
long-range distances (29). Vice versa, the efficient suppres-
sion of multispin effects can be demonstrated by recovery of
the appropriate distance peak intensities for all peaks. Thus,
these intensities were determined by integration (Table 11972 Biophysical Journal 113, 1968–1978, November 7, 2017and Supporting Material), instead of comparing peak
maxima, which can be misleading due to different peak
widths. Because the corresponding errors are estimated
from validations of distance distributions with substantial
noise added, they are likely to be overestimated. Neverthe-
less, a recovery of peak intensities can be observed with
both l-reduction and sparse labeling, and within errors no
significant differences between the two approaches can be
found. However, normalized sensitivity values (SN) clearly
show a substantial advantage of sparse labeling over
l-reduction (Table 1), with only small to moderate losses
compared to the fully labeled protein, and approximately
twice the sensitivity at f ¼ 33% compared to l ¼ 33% l0.
It should be noted that the l achieved for MscS S196R1 at
full labeling is considerably lower than the expected one of
0.25; instead, the value obtained is 0.15. However, this is
consistent with previous observations on MscS (18–20).
Data further demonstrate that the error in the accuracy for
setting the pump efficiency l was <10%, in line with
previous data (10–15%) (27). The achieved maximum
l for fully labeled MscS S196R1 was highly reproducible
both within and in-between samples (0.15–0.16 and 0.14,
respectively), and the achieved reduced l ¼ 33% l0 was
highly consistent (i.e., 0.04–0.05). The possible causes for
the anomalies in the observed modulation depths will be dis-
cussed later.
The second cytosolic mutant investigated is V120R1 of
MscL, a homopentameric protein. Thus, a l of 1/ (51) ¼
0.25 (19) would be expected to be the upper limit for sup-
pression of multispin effects if used in combination with
power scaling. This limiting l of 0.25 is close to the value
found for l0 for biradicals with the Q-band setup available
in St Andrews (150 W amplifier and 3 mm sample access).
This means measuring a pentameric protein such as MscL
under these conditions (note that higher l0 may be observed
in other setups (54)) using the maximum achievable l, and
analyzing the data after power scaling, abolishes the need
for either l-reduction or sparse labeling although still
efficiently suppressing multispin effects. Our data confirm
this prediction, demonstrating that the expected peak inte-
grals (and thus, longer-range distances) can already be
retrieved at f ¼ 100% and l0 if power-scaled (Fig. 2, and
Supporting Material).
The discrepancies between the models and the experi-
mental distance distributions are attributed to the fact that
the models are based on the structure of a truncated protein,
and might suggest less steric bulk than present in the full-
length construct.
Notably, as observed for MscS S196R1, the loss in
normalized sensitivity SN is much greater for l-reduction
than for sparse labeling (Table 2).
For MscLV120R1 we demonstrate that no l-reduction or
sparse labeling is required atQ-band to suppressmultispin ef-
fects; however, for this protein, these detrimental effects can
be observed at a higher l0, as present at X-band (Fig. 3 and
FIGURE 2 MscL V120R1 PELDOR distance distributions obtained for
fully labeled protein at Q-band (top right), l-reduced fully labeled protein
(middle panel, left, l ¼ 67% l0; right, l ¼ 33% l0), and sparsely labeled
protein (bottom panel, left, f ¼ 67%; right, f ¼ 33%). See Fig. 1 for details
on the 2s confidence intervals, predicted distance distributions, and color
bars. See Supporting Material for raw PELDOR data and processing.
(Top left) Shown here is the MMMmodel of fully labeled cytosolic domain
of E. coli MscL protein. To see this figure in color, go online.
FIGURE 3 MscL V120R1 PELDOR distance distributions obtained for
fully labeled protein at X-band (top left), and sparsely labeled protein
(top right, f ¼ 67%; bottom left, f ¼ 33%). See Fig. 1 for details on the
2s confidence intervals, predicted distance distributions, and color bars.
See Supporting Material for raw PELDOR data and processing. To see
this figure in color, go online.
PELDOR on Sparsely Labeled MscS or MscLSupporting Material). The slightly distorted distance distri-
butions can be rescued using sparse labeling in combination
with power scaling, thereby allowing us to fully retrieve the
intensity of the second distance peak, as evidenced by com-
parison of the peak integrals. Interestingly, the power scaling
of data taken at reduced l or f seems to overestimate the in-
tensity of this peak (Table 2 and Supporting Material).
Data shown here for both cytosolic mutants confirm our
previous findings regarding the maximum l to suppress
multispin effects (19). If feasible, l should be reduced
even further, which can be achieved using l-reduction
and/or sparse labeling. Although both methods have been
used in a combined fashion recently (35), to our knowledge,
this is the first study to directly compare efficiencies and
sensitivities of these two methods. No significant differ-
ences were observed in terms of peak integrals (as a proxy
for the quality of the distance distributions); however, sparse
labeling exhibited a much higher sensitivity than corre-
sponding measurements using l-reduction, rendering it the
preferred option for both systems investigated here. Further-
more, data obtained from statistical analyses (i.e., 95% con-fidence bands) demonstrate that it is advisable to always use
the appropriate power scaling (26) when investigating mul-
tispin systems because, at least for all cases tested here with
f or l reduced, this consistently reduces the uncertainty and
improves recovery of longer distances. Interestingly, power
scaling slightly increased the confidence intervals for the
fully labeled MscS S196R1 measured at 100% l0. However,
for this case, power scaling alone does not fully recover all
peak intensities, so that reduction of f or l has to be strongly
recommended, confirming the conclusion that power scaling
reduces the uncertainty in all relevant cases.PELDOR on sparsely labeled transmembrane
mutants of multisubunit membrane proteins
Whereas cytosolic mutants can be expected to have, in
general, a high labeling efficiency due to accessibility of
the label to the cysteine site, this is not the case for trans-
membrane mutants, where the presence of lipids or deter-
gents may inhibit labeling. To the best of our knowledge,
no report so far has investigated sparse labeling for
PELDOR at transmembrane sites of membrane proteins.
Here, the heptameric MscS D67R1 mutant was used to
compare sparse labeling and l-reduction approaches for
the suppression of multispin effects.
The distance distributions obtained from PELDOR exper-
iments on the MscS D67R1 transmembrane mutant (Fig. 4
and Supporting Material) demonstrate the improvement that
can be achieved using either approach compared to analyzing
the fully labeled protein at full l. Both approaches allow
recovering the second and—to a certain extent—the thirdBiophysical Journal 113, 1968–1978, November 7, 2017 1973
FIGURE 4 MscS D67R1 PELDOR distance distributions obtained for
fully labeled protein (middle left), sparsely labeled protein (bottom left,
f ¼ 33%; middle right, f ¼ 67%), and l-reduced fully labeled protein (bot-
tom right, l¼ 33% l0). See Fig. 1 for details on the 2s confidence intervals,
predicted distance distributions, and color bars. See Supporting Material for
raw PELDOR data and processing. (Top) Shown here is the MMMmodel of
fully labeled protein. To see this figure in color, go online.
Ackermann et al.distance. Compared to both cytosolic mutants, the maximum
(third) distance for MscS D67R1 is longer and thus, would
require an extended dipolar evolution time to be resolved
reliably. However, with the time achieved here, the longest
distance is located partly within the red reliability range, indi-
cating that quantification is no longer possible. Therefore, we
refrained from determining peak integrals for this mutant.
The sensitivity comparison (Table 3) suggests that the
two approaches yield similar results, but it should be noted
that the l estimated was slightly lower than expectedTABLE 3 Assessment of Sparse Labeling versus l-Reduction
for MscS D67R1
% Label % l0 Dexp Dfit SN
100 100 0.558 0.601 0.62
67 100 0.496 0.449 1.17
100 33 0.234 0.252 0.32
33 100 0.274 0.252 0.33
Given are calculated and experimental modulation depths Dfit and Dexp and
normalized sensitivity values (SN). The maximum l achieved experimen-
tally at full labeling was0.13 (expected0.25, see main text); l0 obtained
via global fitting (Eq. 1) was found to be 0.142.
1974 Biophysical Journal 113, 1968–1978, November 7, 2017(0.13 vs. 0.15 in MscS S196R1), indicating that the labeling
efficiency f0 could be slightly lower compared to the cyto-
solic mutant. The modulation depths will be discussed in
the next section. By far the best-resolved distance distribu-
tion was obtained using the 67% labeled mutant, which also
showed approximately double the sensitivity of the fully
labeled version and a higher signal-to-noise of the trace
(Supporting Material). Reducing labeling efficiency beyond
the required maximum leads to a loss in both signal magni-
tude and modulation depth. Both will reduce linearly in
the regime of low labeling efficiencies. Thus, the sensitivity
is expected to scale with the square of the labeling
degree. Surprisingly, this scaling is already observed when
reducing f from 67 to 33% in MscS D67R1, but this might
be overestimated by the fact only the 67% sample filled
the entire active volume of the resonator, whereas the other
two samples were underfilled by 20–25%. Further uncer-
tainties arise from the achievable f0 in the transmembrane
region.
Taken together, data demonstrate that even for a trans-
membrane mutant, sparse labeling was at least as good as
l-reduction for suppression of multispin effects.
A second transmembrane site for investigation was
chosen from the pentameric system MscL. Here, no E. coli
crystal structure is available for the transmembrane region.
To obtain an approximate distance distribution for the cho-
sen mutant M94R1, the MTSL label was modeled onto the
corresponding residue (F88) from M. tuberculosis, as
determined from sequence alignment (25).
Similarly to MscS D67R1, the expected long distance
peak for MscL M94R1 lies partly in the red reliability
range (Fig. 5 and Supporting Material). The power-scaled
distance distribution obtained for the 33% labeled protein
seems to indicate the presence of a distance peak in that re-
gion, but better data with longer dipolar evolution times
would be required to draw any firm conclusions on this.
Due to the higher uncertainties for the longer distance
arising from the limited dipolar evolution time, achievable
peak integrals were not determined in analogy to MscS
D67R1.
For the first distance peak, a distribution substantially
broader than predicted is consistently observed. Apart
from some discrepancies arising from the different organism
used for modeling, there are two possible explanations for
this finding. One is the simultaneous presence of different
oligomeric states of the protein (pentamer and tetramer)
(24,55–57). Although under our experimental conditions
the data for the cytosolic mutant of MscL, V120R1, corre-
sponded precisely to the results modeled for a pentameric
structure, it cannot be excluded that another mutant (such
as M94R1) would exhibit a different oligomeric state as a
direct effect of the mutation itself. However, we have no
further indication for such a case.
The second possibility is the simultaneous presence of
different structural states of the protein, e.g., the presence of
TABLE 4 Assessment of Sparse Labeling versus l-Reduction
for MscL M94R1
% Label % l0 Dexp Dfit SN
100 100 0.711 0.638 3.20
100 33 0.228 0.267 0.98
33 100 0.178 0.267 0.48
For details, see Table 3. The maximum l achieved experimentally at full
labeling was 0.27 (expected 0.25); l0 obtained via global fitting
(Eq. 1) was found to be 0.224.
FIGURE 5 MscL M94R1 PELDOR distance distributions obtained for
fully labeled protein (top right), l-reduced fully labeled protein (bottom
left, l ¼ 33% l0), and sparsely labeled protein (bottom right, f ¼ 33%).
See Fig. 1 for details on the 2s confidence intervals, predicted distance dis-
tributions, and color bars. See Supporting Material for raw PELDOR data
and processing. (Top left) Shown here is the MMM model of fully labeled
protein using MscL fromM. tuberculosis (label modeled onto residue F88).
To see this figure in color, go online.
PELDOR on Sparsely Labeled MscS or MscLthe closed state of the channel together with additional
conducting states, as suggested previously (24,58). No con-
clusions on this can be drawn from data for the cytosolic
mutant, V120R1, because this region of the protein is
expected to be structurally unaffected by the presence of
different functional states. However, such a mixture of
different states would affect the observed distance distribu-
tion for the transmembrane region, and could therefore well
account for the observed very broad distribution for the first
distance peak resembling two (or more) distinct confor-
mational states. Thus, MscL M94R1 data shown here could
indicate the presence of multiple functional states, in line
with previous observations (24,58). However, one has to
bear in mind that the absence of lateral tension of the
lipid bilayer (i.e., in dodecyl b-D maltopyranoside) may
result in a higher conformational flexibility of the protein.
Thus, the protein may sample a larger range of distances
than the ones expected from simple analysis of the
M. tuberculosis structure, which might also explain the
observed broader distribution. Therefore, further studies are
needed to clarify this issue.
Interestingly, sensitivity of the 33% labeled sample was
only about half of the sensitivity observed for the corre-
sponding l-reduced measurement of the fully labeled sam-
ple (Table 4), which contrasts with our observations for all
other mutants analyzed, both cytosolic and transmembrane.
One possible explanation for this unexpectedly low sensi-
tivity could be the interference of the label with close-by
lipids. It has been observed that MTSL at position M94was rigid rather than mobile, with the involvement of immo-
bilizing lipids as a potential reason (25).
In our hands, from all mutants and proteins tested in this
study, MscL M94C not only produced the lowest expression
yield, butwas also the onlymutant where dMTSL, in contrast
to MTSL, caused protein destabilizing effects, potentially
leading to a degree of dissociation. A lower than estimated
multimer concentration will result in an overall reduced
sensitivity due to a reduction in signal. This destabilizing ef-
fect could be due to the residue either being directly involved
in lipid binding or being close to a lipid binding site as sug-
gested (25), and the bulkier dMTSL might negatively affect
lipid binding and thus, protein stability (23,59). Importantly,
this would have no impact on the fully labeled sample, but
only on the sparsely labeled sample, as observed experimen-
tally when comparing sensitivities for the l-reduced fully
labeled with the sparsely labeled sample.
The direct effect of both sparse labeling and l-reduction
on the recorded PELDOR data is illustrated in the scaled
fits of the power-scaled traces (Supporting Material), indi-
cating the presence of multispin effects due to the changes
of the trace curvatures with different degrees of f and l, as
demonstrated previously (29).Comparing modulation depths and sensitivities
for l-reduction versus sparse-labeling
Reducing either labeling or l reveals already from the
primary data that the experimental modulation depth does
indeed decrease. Interestingly, whereas the normalized
sensitivity SN always decreased upon reducing the pumping
efficiency l, in two cases an increase was observed upon
reducing f (both MscS mutants with f ¼ 67%; see Tables
1 and 3). Phase shift and echo reduction are known to
decrease with a weaker pump pulse and this will aid the
signal strength. The latter will also reduce less than the
nominal spin concentration when reducing f as dipolar
dephasing reduces (see instantaneous diffusion/dipolar de-
phasing below). However, the reduced modulation depth D
will counteract these effects with respect to SN. In all exper-
iments performed on MscS, the observed modulation depths
were systematically smaller than expected from theory and
previous experimental l-values (60,61). Thus, in an inter-
nally consistent approach we approximate all l0 to be
identical for one mutant. Fitting l0 for all experiments onBiophysical Journal 113, 1968–1978, November 7, 2017 1975
Ackermann et al.one mutant and frequency band allows then recalculating an
expected Dfit. Two trends prevail—the Dfit for all sparse
labeling experiments at Q-band (apart from MscL
M94R1) are overestimating the experimental values,
whereas underestimating all reduced l experiments. Indeed,
the described differences in reduced l versus reduced f are
significant beyond experimental uncertainties, with the
modulation depths for the sparsely labeled samples at f ¼
33% being about a factor 2 larger compared to the corre-
sponding l-reduced samples for both cytosolic mutants
(Tables 1 and 2). Exemplary error estimates for MscS
S196R1 obtained by propagating errors in l and f (10
and 5%, respectively—see Materials and Methods) yield
relative uncertainties of 7, 27 or 16% in D (for f ¼ 1 and
l ¼ l0, f ¼ 1 and l ¼ 33% l0, or f ¼ 33% and l ¼ l0)
and thus cannot explain observed differences or anomalies
of a factor of 2 in experimentally obtained modulation
depths.
From Eq. 2 follows that reduced l0 should display a
larger experimental modulation depth than reducing label-
ing by the same degree if the signal contributions are
increasingly reduced with a rising number of spin labels
per complex. However, the observed trend in the experi-
ment is opposite. There are several possible reasons for
this: 1) The value l could be overestimated and thus
reduced further than intended; this is unlikely, as our model
system work shows reasonable agreement with expecta-
tions (19). 2) Sparse labeling could be underestimated by
a preferential labeling with MTSL over dMTSL; however,
this would need to be systematic for all mutants of both
proteins. 3) The modulation depth is estimated in the limit
that all dipolar modulations decay to zero. In contrast, the
difference between very similar frequencies will be close to
zero frequency and will not interfere to zero but to a con-
stant offset. This effect could be exacerbated by orientation
selection leading to the excitation of a smaller range of
dipolar couplings. It seems unlikely to have similarly pro-
nounced orientation selection in both systems. 4) Dipolar
echo modulation or dephasing will reduce the contribution
of complexes with many spins (46–48). This arises from
the loss of echo signal by unwanted flips of close-by elec-
tron spins during the p-pulses of the detection sequence
leading to incomplete refocusing. In a PELDOR experi-
ment this will reduce the refocused echo signal and this
will be multiplicative for additional B-spins (46). This
leads to an increased contribution of complexes with fewer
spin labels in sparse labeling experiments that should
decrease the modulation depth further rather than increase
it. This could be modeled by Eq. 2, but it is contradicting
the experimental trend so this model is not feasible here.
If, however, there are some contributions from free spin la-
bels or nonspecifically bound labels, these will dephase
more slowly than fully labeled complexes and reduce the
overall modulation depth. Here, these dipolar dephasing ef-
fects were measured to estimate the influence of the prox-1976 Biophysical Journal 113, 1968–1978, November 7, 2017imity of multiple spins on sensitivity. Results suggest that
the signal decay has an oscillatory and a diffusive compo-
nent owed to intra- and intermolecular dipolar couplings
(see Supporting Material for details). Traces where the
dipolar contributions to transverse dephasing were reduced
to <10% closely resemble those of the 33% sparsely
labeled samples. At experimentally relevant settings (pulse
separation of 4 ms corresponding to a typical dipolar evolu-
tion time used here) the dipolar dephasing contribution re-
duces the signal of the fully labeled samples of MscS and
MscL M94R1 by >50%, whereas MscL V120R1 is merely
reduced by 25%. This can only in part be attributed to intra-
molecular dephasing and will be further enhanced by the
reduction in spin-label concentration (in this study, when
sparse labeling, the protein concentration is kept constant
so that the spin label concentration is proportional to the la-
beling degree). Thus, sparsely labeled samples do not suffer
from dephasing as much as the corresponding fully labeled
samples that can almost fully compensate the loss in signal
as demonstrated for MscS S196R1. It is important to stress
that the reduction in concentration does not manifest to be
as detrimental as one might have suspected initially. To first
approximation, both the signal and D will reduce linearly
with f. On the other hand, the signal will be enhanced by a
reduced instantaneous diffusion rate. This SN gain can
even overcompensate the loss in SN that is inverse square
with f depending on the pulse sequence length (determining
the dipolar evolution time accessible) and the local spin
concentration. Reducing f will reduce both the background
decay rate and instantaneous diffusion losses. In contrast,
reducing l will only reduce the background decay rate.
This constitutes a clear difference between the two ap-
proaches and outlines why sparse labeling will be particu-
larly advantageous at high concentrations or extended
dipolar evolution times. This is in good agreement with
results on the cytosolic mutants, although transmembrane
mutants are expected to bear higher uncertainty in labeling
efficiencies.
Taken together, data show that sparse labeling results in
larger modulation depths and sensitivity than l-reduction.
Dipolar dephasing studies reveal that the sensitivity in fully
labeled samples is compromised by the high local spin
concentration. However, the effect of dipolar dephasing
on the modulation depths in sparsely labeled samples con-
tradicts predictions and remains the subject of future
studies.CONCLUSIONS
In this work, two approaches for suppressing multispin
effects in oligomeric proteins, l-reduction and sparse
labeling, were assessed and quantified on a set of multimeric
membrane proteins using both cytosolic and transmembrane
mutants. The results demonstrate substantial improvement
of the distance distributions achievable using either
PELDOR on Sparsely Labeled MscS or MscLapproach when compared to no such steps. Our data suggest
sparse labeling is the preferred method, with higher sensi-
tivity retained compared to the corresponding l-reduced
experiment, at least for cytosolic mutants, where labeling ef-
ficiency is more easily controllable than in transmembrane
mutants. The potential interference with lipid binding of
the MscL M94 mutant suggests that, apart from the actual
labeling efficiency, the labeling site also needs to be chosen
carefully for transmembrane mutants. As the diamagnetic
label analog is bulkier than MTSL, even greater care has
to be taken to avoid structural perturbations at crowded
labeling sites, such as lipid binding pockets.
The clear advantages of suppressing multispin effects are
demonstrated by retrieving not only the first but also the
second and (partly) even the third distance peak in MscS.
The V120 mutant of MscL exemplifies the role of the
achievable l for multispin effects by illustrating the differ-
ences observed between the excitation bandwidths at
X- and Q-band. For all proteins investigated here, our
previously suggested upper limit for l of 1/(n1) (19), in
combination with power scaling holds, and can be expanded
to lf < 1/(n1). Data presented here suggest that sparse
labeling to achieve the required lf is preferable to a fully
labeled protein measured using a reduced l; however, in
cases where a very large number of spins is present, it might
be necessary to combine both approaches to obtain a suffi-
ciently reduced l (35).
Pulse EPR spectroscopy and specifically PELDOR
distance measurements have become a very important tool
in structural biology, and pushing the limits of this method
will further expand the scope of applications.
The research data supporting this publication can be ac-
cessed at https://doi.org/10.17630/0cc71494-7e2f-49f3-bc98-
c3b3768a4c65.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting Materials and Methods and thirty-seven figures are available at
http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(17)31014-7.
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